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"The Sound of Music": Salzburg's most hated and loved musical 

Later on, "The Sound of Music" was made a Broadway musical in 1959 with 

music by Richard Rodgers and lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II. The book 
was by Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse and based on the story of the 
Austrian Trapp family and the memoirs of Maria van Trapp "The von Trapp 
Family Singers". It was produced at the Fontanne Theatre and won Tony 

awards in 1959. It also yielded a best-selling album on Columbia and ran for 

1,443 performances. 

Sound of Music: Salzburg's fattest cash cow 

In 1965, the successful musical was m.ade a movie in the original locations in 
Salzburg and surroundings. The "Sound of Music" movie was directed by Robert 
Wise, who won an Academy Award Oscar for Directing for this film. It starred 

Julie Andrews as Maria van Trapp. Oscar Hammerstein had died before the film 
was made and two songs were written by Richard Rodgers only: "I have 

confidence" and "Something good". 

"The Sound of Music" tells the story of Maria, who is studying 

and preparing herself to becoming a nun at the Nonnberg 
Abbey in Salzburg. Since the nuns feel that she is not ready for 
being one of them, she is sent from the convent to the villa of 

the Trapp family to serve as a governess. The van Trapps 
consist of a widowed, noble naval commander, Kapitan Georg Ritter von 

Trapp, and his seven children. 

The seven children are originally hostile against Maria, but they gradually come 
to like her and eventually - it's Hollywood, remember? - Maria falls in love with 
Kapitan van Trapp. Unfortunately, he is soon .to be married to an evil baroness, 

but after some hassle marries Maria instead. Probably because Maria teaches the 

children to sing particularly well. 

The Hills are alive ... 

When the Nazis occupy Austria, they try to force von Trapp back into 
service. Whilst performing in the guarded Felsenreitschule in the Salzburg 
Festival Hall, they flee and escape climbing the mountains to Switzerland 
(although the movie actually shows Untersberg Mountain starring as 

Switzerland). 


